PRODUCT INFO
ULTIMATE6 S CLASSIC
Compact handlebar bag with lockable magnetic lid

IP 54

Transparent sleeve for GPS etc.

PS490

PD620

Lockable lid with magnetic closure

Highly reflective 3M Scotchlite reflectors

Removable shoulder strap

Handle for lid

Please find information on IP symbols on our info sheet or at www.ortlieb.com/ip-symbols
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Fixing for shoulder strap

Stable, flat bottom with internal stiffener

height cm/in

width cm/in

depth cm/in

volume L/cu.in.

weight g/oz

13.5/5.3

24/9.4

13/5.1

5/305

664/23.4

SPECIFICATIONS:
+ Waterproof, small compact handlebar bag with lockable mounting set suitable for handlebars with a diameter up to 31,8 mm
+ Do not use with carbon handlebars!
+ PU-coated polyester
+ Lockable lid with magnetic flap
+ Transparent sleeve for smartphone, GPS or map
+ Touchscreen remains operable through foil
+ Mounting compatible with products by Rixen & Kaul (KLICKfix system)
+ Integrated valuable pocket with zip and snap hook for keys
+ Mounting provided for optional Map Case (F1402)
+ Removable shoulder strap with new clip mounting
+ Highly reflective 3M Scotchlite reflector on front of bag
+ Small reflector of black reflective foil on mounting adapter
+ Maximum load capacity 5 kg/ 176 oz.

Contents: Bag comes with shoulder strap, lockable mounting set, 2 keys, mounting cable, allan key, instructions

Attention: Keep cards with magnetic stripe at least 2 cm away from magnetic closure
Note: Keep key number in a safe place in case you need to reorder keys
Note: In order to meet standard IP54 (5=protected against dust, 4=protected against splash water coming from all directions) the lid
must be closed properly.
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Accessories: Extension adapter (including separate long cable) for mounting onto extremely curved handlebars, mounting set (e.g. for a
second bike), Map Case (F1402), Safe-it, mounting set for E-bike, mounting support for light, speedo or E-bike display
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ULTIMATE6 S CLASSIC
Compact handlebar bag with lockable magnetic lid

Example: Smartphone in
transparent sleeve

Mounting set with reflective foil
(lockable)

9.1 in.
3.9 in.

5.3 in.
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Dimensions sleeve
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